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CORPORATE STRATEGY 

Master in Science in Management (open to PhD students also) 

Spring 2020 

 

Prof. Xavier CASTAÑER 

HEC Lausanne, UNIL 

Office 602 – Internef, Office tel: 021 692 33 47 

Email: xavier.castaner@unil.ch 

Teaching assistant:  

Shreekanth Mahendiran (shreekanth.mahendiran@unil.ch)  

 

Corporate strategy and thus this course deal with the following questions: 

 

1- What is value creation for diversified organizations? How is it measured? 

 

2- What is the appropriate scope for an organization? Should it be specialized or 

diversified? Geographically diversified? Vertically integrated? In which business/es 

should an organization be present?  

 

3- How should a diversified corporation be managed? What is the role of the corporate 

center or headquarters’ office? What corporate structure and culture should a 

multibusiness corporation develop? Which incentives and control systems should it 

use to manage its different businesses? How should resource transfer and sharing be 

managed? 

 

Pedagogical Objectives: to allow you to:  

 

1- develop an understanding of the appropriate business, activity and geographical 

scope of firms for value creation, to be able to assess and come up with a value-

creating corporate strategy, 

 

2- be aware, reflect, share and learn about how to deal with the organizational 

complexities of managing diversified firms and some best practices that have 

been advanced, 

 

3- experience and reflect about working in multicultural and multidisciplinary teams 

to prepare a consulting project under stringent time constraints and limited data 

(as in real life), with both an internal and an external client, and 

 

4- engage in true, respectful, reasoned and engaged dialogues. 

 

TEACHING METHOD 

 

This course consists of fourteen 3-hour sessions and is primarily organized around theory 

and cases’ discussion, and a group project. You are expected to have individually and 

thoroughly prepared the cases prior to each corresponding class, including reading and 
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analyzing the appendices (see course plan below in page 5). In addition, you are expected 

to have done the textbook required readings assigned for each session in the course plan. 

I have also provided some optional readings (OR) for those of you who are interested in 

getting more in-depth exposure to a topic (see the session plan below). I will assess your 

level of preparation and participation each session, which will significantly contribute to 

your final grade (30 %).  

 

The course textbook is the second edition of David Collis and Cynthia Montgomery’s 

Corporate Strategy (2005), published by Irwin/McGraw-Hill. There are 6 copies of the 

textbook in the HEC library, 4 of which are on reserve. If you’re interested in any of my 

working papers in the OR, please send me an email. 

 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS AND GRADING POLICY 

1) Short paper (5-6 pages of text, not including appendices with tables) dealing with Part 

I of the group project described below (10 % of the final grade) and a 15-minutes 

professional presentation plus 10 min Q&A (10 % of the final grade) on session 7. 

The short report has to be handed in at the beginning of Session 7. 

 

2) A 20-minutes professional presentation of Part II of the group project on Session 14, 

plus 10 min Q&A (30 % of the final grade). All group members should present. 

 

3) One individual case memo (20 % of the final grade). It must not exceed 3 pages of 

text, appendices (figures and tables) not included. Start with a paragraph for the 

executive summary which is 5-6 sentences summarizing both your diagnosis/analysis 

and recommendations. It should not be a summary of the case itself. The memo 

should address the following question (unless indicated otherwise): What is your 

evaluation of the company’s corporate strategy at the end of the case and, based on 

it, what are your recommendations to the Board of Directors? You should write them 

as if you were an internal or external consultant advising the firm’s Board of 

Directors. 

 

4) Individual class participation (30 % of the final grade). The participation grade is a 

function of the number and quality of contributions to each session. A high overall 

participation grade requires several good contributions in each session. 

 

Bonus point:  

a) Managing to bring to the final presentation a corporate rep from the firm your 

group studies (.5 point of final grade). Proof of effort will count for .25. 

b) Summarizing a research article (maximum: .25 point of final grade). If time 

allows it, presenting it (maximum: .25 point of final grade). Only one option 

maximum per student. For those interested in doing a summary of a research 

article, please send an email to Prof. Castañer specifying which session/s you’re 

interested in to making such summary for and he’ll propose to you several 

options. 
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Summaries should contain 5-6 ppt slides, synthesizing the main research question, 

hypotheses, empirical design and results, with the last slide making link/s with the 

readings of the session, including the case if there is one (and any prior materials, 

including also the previous cases). 

 

All written assignments should be double-spaced and written with 12 point font.  

 

Please bring a copy of the slides for my assistant and me for both presentations, as well as 

for the guest/s for the final presentation.  

 

For the retake exam (“rattrapage”), in order to be re-evaluated, the student must:  

 have attended at least 12 of the 14 classes, 

 submit an individual written case analysis (2-3 pages long) to cover the individual 

case analysis portion of his or her grade (50 % of re-evaluation grade), and 

 submit an individual written project report (5-10 pages long) to cover the group 

project portion of his or her grade (50 % of re-evaluation grade). 

 

If the student received a passing grade on the individual portion of the grade, s/he does 

not need to re-submit it. The same applies to the group project portion of the grade. 

 

Project Description: To be done in multicultural groups of maximum 6 students and of 

the same team size ideally. Each group needs to have at least 1 non-Swiss student 

(preferably non-Swiss exchange student) and 1 Swiss student. I will validate the group 

composition so these requirements are fulfilled. You should choose a publicly-traded 

diversified firm which provides accounting information for at least two distinct business 

segments (see project guidelines for more detail) and for which a corporate representative 

will be ideally available to attend your final presentation and ideally to provide you more 

fine-grained information during the process. Thus, I recommend choosing a Swiss-based 

diversified group (check the HEC alumni directory for access). You need to choose the 

company by the end of the third session at the latest. Please communicate it via email to 

my assistant indicating the group composition (with nationalities and program origin), 

company name, HQ location, reported segments’ description and people you will target 

as corp rep.   

 

The project consists in analyzing the appropriateness of the firm’s current and announced 

future corporate strategy, and making recommendations about how the company could 

generate greater value through its corporate portfolio, governance, structure and 

systems. The execution of the project is divided in two parts.  

 

Part I consists in performing (a) a chop-shop valuation analysis to assess whether the firm 

creates or destroys value as a diversified corporation and (b) an assessment of the quality 

of its corporate governance.  

 

The specific questions to address in Part II are: 
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(1) whether the company should vertically integrate, diversify, divest any business or 

remain put, indicating which businesses should be added or divested, and why 

 

(2) where greater value is going to come from, including which synergies should be 

sought,  

 

(3) whether corporate governance, structure, culture or systems should be changed, in 

which way and why. 

 

I will provide you with specific research and content guidelines for both Parts I and II.  

 

You need to submit a hard-copy of Part I at the time of your first presentation. The paper 

should describe the corporation’s activities, the analysis (assumptions and choices made) 

and arrive at a conclusion, providing all the data used for the analysis in appendices. The 

paper should not exceed 4-5 pages of text (12 point font, double-spaced), which do not 

include a one-paragraph executive summary, graphs, figures, tables, appendices, and 

references. 

 

The content of the final presentation will be evaluated on the basis of whether: 

 

a) it covers all 3 questions mentioned above, 

 

b) it is based on a sound research and understanding of the company’s current 

resources, businesses and respective environments, 

 

c) your arguments are logical (i.e. reasoned), based on data, and use the concepts 

and tools discussed in class,  

 

d) it incorporates the feedback given for the first presentation and report, and a 

reflection on the organization, working and effectiveness of the team. 

 

 

PhD students will need to complete an additional assignment: a 15-page (double-spaced) 

research paper related to one of the topics of the course where the Ph.D. student identifies 

a problem or research question, explains why it is important to study, use some 

background scientific literature to show the current state of the art of the scientific 

literature, and proposes a way to study this phenomenon robustly. 

 

 

Attendance, respect and punctuality are expected. Only medical absences are justified, 

otherwise a zero will be assigned for each missed session. Plagiarism (using other ideas 

or words without acknowledging it) will be seriously reprimanded. It will entail at the 

very least a failing grade for the course. 
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As you know, the HEC official grading scale is the following 

(https://www.unil.ch/hec/files/live/sites/hec/files/doc/mobilite/IN/ects-grading-scale.pdf):  

 

6: Excellent: Outstanding performance only with minor errors 

5.5: Very good: Above the average standard but with some errors  

5: Good: General sound work with a notable number of errors 

4.5: Satisfactory: Fair but with significant shortcomings 

4: Sufficient (Pass): Performance meets minimum criteria 

3-3.5: Fail: Some more work required until the credit can be awarded 

1-2.5: Fail: Considerable further work is required 

0: Unjustified absence 
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